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[1] This study uses a cloud-resolving model under the weak temperature gradient (WTG)
approximation to explore the response of deep convection to imposed drying. The drying,
intended to mimic horizontal advection of dry air, is imposed as a linear relaxation
of the humidity field toward zero within a specified layer. Radiative cooling and sea
surface temperature are held constant and there is no mean vertical shear in the integrations.
The statistically steady responses to drying in the lower, middle, and upper free
troposphere are compared. The rain rate decreases with drying when that drying is imposed
in the lower or middle free troposphere, more strongly so for lower tropospheric drying.
The decrease in rainfall is linearly proportional to the drying to a good approximation.
Upper-tropospheric drying has almost no impact on the rain rate. For lower-tropospheric
drying, the decrease in rain rate with drying can be well explained by assuming that both an
appropriately defined normalized gross moist stability and surface turbulent fluxes
remain constant as drying varies. For middle- and upper-tropospheric drying, the
normalized gross moist stability decreases with drying, allowing the precipitation to
decrease less rapidly or not at all. The variations in normalized gross moist stability in turn
result from changes in the large-scale vertical motion profiles. These are top-heavy for
weak or no drying, becoming somewhat less so as the strength of the drying increases.
Over most of the range of drying strengths, the changes to the shape of the vertical motion
profile are greatest for upper tropospheric drying and smallest for lower tropospheric
drying. For very strong lower tropospheric drying, however, the vertical motion profile
becomes bottom-heavy and the normalized gross moist stability becomes negative.
Citation: Wang, S., and A. H. Sobel (2012), Impact of imposed drying on deep convection in a cloud-resolving model,
J. Geophys. Res., 117, D02112, doi:10.1029/2011JD016847.

1. Introduction
[2] Atmospheric moist convection plays critical roles in
regulating tropical circulations on a wide spectrum of temporal and spatial scales, ranging from high-impact weather,
to intraseasonal variability, to large-scale overturning circulations. Yet our understanding of tropical convection’s
interaction with larger scales is limited, particularly as that
understanding is expressed by convective parameterizations
in climate models. Incorrect sensitivity of parameterized
convection to environmental humidity has become widely
recognized as a critical factor limiting model performance
[e.g., Derbyshire et al., 2004]. In nature, convection and
humidity interact in a complex fashion. The causal link
between humidity and convection is often difficult to disentangle. A more humid free troposphere may cause
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stronger convection but may also be in part a consequence
of convective transport. In this study, we probe humidityconvection interaction by studying the impact of imposed
drying on statistically steady moist convection using a cloud
resolving model.
[3] Several studies have explored the impact of moisture
perturbations on convection, either using single column
models with parameterized convection [e.g., Derbyshire
et al., 2004; Sobel and Bellon, 2009, hereafter SB09], or
cloud-resolving models (CRMs) with explicitly resolved
convection [e.g., Lucas et al., 2000; Takemi et al., 2004;
Kuang, 2010; Tulich and Mapes, 2010; James and Markowski,
2010]. Using the weak temperature gradient approximation,
SB09 explored the impact of imposed drying in specified
vertical layers on parameterized convection interacting with
large-scale dynamics. They found that drying in the middle
layer was more effective than drying in the lower layer in
suppressing deep convection, in both of two very different
single column models (SCMs). On the other hand, studies
using cloud-resolving models by Tulich and Mapes [2010]
and Kuang [2010] both showed that sensitivity to moisture
perturbations in the lower troposphere was greater than to
those in the middle or upper troposphere. SB09 suggested
that the weaker response to lower tropospheric drying in their
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results might be due to inadequate sensitivity of parameterized convection to lower tropospheric moisture, and that it
would be highly desirable to conduct similar experiments
with a cloud-resolving model.
[4] In this study, following SB09, we continue to explore
convective responses to external humidity forcing with a
cloud-resolving model under the weak temperature gradient
(WTG) approximation. Under WTG, large-scale vertical
motion is parameterized, allowing interaction between convection and the large-scale divergent circulation without
explicit simulation of the latter using the equations of motion
on a large domain. With this method, not only the amplitude
but also the vertical structure of the large-scale vertical
motion is determined internally as part of the solution.
Several studies using WTG have found that the parameterized vertical motion is top-heavy in deep convective conditions [e.g., Sobel and Bretherton, 2000; Raymond and Zeng,
2005; Kuang, 2011; Wang and Sobel, 2011], although the
degree of top-heaviness may be sensitive to the details of
either the implementation of WTG or the model physics.
The top-heaviness in these SCM and limited area CRM
studies also agrees with previous studies of large-scale mock
Walker circulations where top-heavy vertical motions occurs
over the local SST maximum in two-dimensional cloudresolving simulations [e.g., Grabowski et al., 2000, Yano
et al., 2002]. A notable exception is the study by Raymond
and Sessions [2007]. They performed WTG CRM simulations in which warming in the upper free troposphere and
cooling below were added to a reference temperature profile
derived from a radiative-convective equilibrium simulation,
and found that the increased gravitational stability led to
bottom-heavy mass flux profiles.
[5] In nature, both bottom- and top-heavy vertical motion
profiles have been observed. In the tropics, because WTG
balance holds approximately, the vertical motion profile
tends to be similar to the diabatic heating profile, which has
long been known to have its maximum at different levels in
different geographic regions [e.g., Webster and Lukas,
1992]. Back and Bretherton [2006] demonstrated that, in
both reanalysis data and climate models, top-heavy profiles
are common in the west Pacific warm pool region, while
bottom-heavy profiles are more typical in the east Pacific
ITCZ region. Yuan and Hartmann [2008] further demonstrated that, over a large range of time scales from several
hours to months, the “top-heaviness” of vertical motions is
consistent with the penetration depth of cloud systems.
[6] The degree of bottom- or top-heaviness of the largescale vertical motion profile is important to the moist static
energy (or moist entropy) budget, as it strongly influences
the vertical advection of moist static energy and the associated gross moist stability [Neelin, 1997; Back and
Bretherton, 2006; Sobel, 2007; Frierson, 2007; Frierson
et al., 2011]. The most important dynamical factors leading to the occurrence of bottom-heavy vertical motion profiles are unclear at present. One may interpret bottom-heavy
ascent as the ascending branch of a shallow meridional
overturning circulation [Zhang et al., 2008; Nolan et al.,
2007, 2010]. In the east Pacific, one argument [Sobel,
2007] is that bottom-heaviness results from a local SST
maximum with large gradients around it, leading to large
surface convergence by the Lindzen-Nigam mechanism
[Lindzen and Nigam, 1987]; yet this local SST maximum is
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not as warm as the warmest tropical oceans globally or even
regionally, resulting in only modest instability of the local
profile to deep convection. An additional factor, suggested
by both theoretical and observational studies [Sobel and
Neelin, 2006, Peters et al., 2008] is that transient eddies
(with time scales of days) may transport dry air into ITCZ
regions, limiting the penetration depth of convection
through entrainment processes. The importance of dry air
intrusions has also been recognized in several case studies
[e.g., Brown and Zhang, 1997; Redelsperger et al., 2002;
Roca et al., 2005; Zuidema et al., 2006; Allen et al., 2009].
On the other hand, the hypothesis that drying may induce
bottom-heavy profiles was not supported by the results of
SB09 using parameterized convection. Here, we further
explore this drying hypothesis using CRM, and demonstrate
that drying can indeed suppress deep convection and lead to
bottom heavy vertical motion.
[7] In section 2, we present our numerical experiment
design. This closely follows SB09, apart from differences
resulting from the inherent differences between SCMs and
CRMs. A cloud-resolving model, documented in detail in
the work of Wang and Sobel [2011], is used to study convective response to the imposed drying. Results are presented in section 3. Section 4 contains discussion and
conclusions.

2. Numerical Model and Experiment Design
2.1. Numerical Model
[8] We use the Advanced Research Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) Model version 3.0 [Skamarock et al.,
2008]. We have configured WRF to run under either the
WTG or radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) mode. Use
of WTG allows two-way interaction between the explicitly
simulated convection and a parameterized large-scale vertical motion field. Details of our implementation of WTG
have been documented in the work of Wang and Sobel
[2011]; the primary difference from that used in SCM
studies such as SB09 (but similar to other CRM studies, e.g.,
Raymond and Zeng [2005], Raymond and Sessions [2007],
Sessions et al. [2010]) is that the horizontal mean temperature field in the free troposphere is not strictly held to a
prescribed profile, but relaxed toward it on a specified time
scale, here taken to be three hours. We adopt the following
physics schemes: boundary layer turbulence and vertical
subgrid eddies are parameterized using the Yonsei University
(YSU) scheme; horizontal subgrid eddies are treated using
Smagorinsky first-order closure; surface moisture and heat
fluxes are parameterized following the Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory; the Purdue-Lin scheme is used for cloud
microphysics, and simplified radiative cooling (constant
1.5 K/d cooling in the troposphere) is applied in place of
interactive radiation. The horizontal and vertical advection
schemes are fifth-order and third-order accurate, respectively. Moisture and other scalars are advected using a
positive definite scheme [Skamarock et al., 2008]. We use
the implicit scheme [Klemp et al., 2008] to damp unphysical
reflection of vertically propagating gravity waves in the top
5 km of the numerical grid. These schemes (except the
constant radiative cooling) are commonly used for numerical weather prediction.
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Table 1. Time Scales of Imposed Drying for Three Sets of Experimentsa
Vertical Layer of Drying

Drying Time Scales t q(days)

Lower layer drying

0.6 < h < 0.825

Middle layer drying
Upper layer drying

0.375 < h < 0.6
0.15 < h < 0.375

2.9167, 2.9375, 2.9583, 2.9792, 3.0, 3.0833, 3.1667, 3.25, 3.5, 3.75, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.625,
6.25, 7.5, 8.75, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 37.5, 50, 75, 100 days
1.25, 1.375, 1.5, 1.67, 1.83, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 3.92, 4, 5, 6, 10, 20, 25, 37.5, 50 days
0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 20 days

The h values 0.15, 0.375, 0.6 and 0.825 correspond approximately to pressure levels 150, 375, 600, and 825 hPa, respectively.

a

[9] All the numerical experiments were performed with
horizontal grid spacing of 2 km and constant Coriolis
parameter f = 0. We use 50 vertical levels with 10 levels in
the lowest 1 km and grid spacing gradually increasing to
1.5 km near the model top 22 km. The computational
domain has 96x96 horizontal grid points and doubly periodic lateral boundary conditions.
2.2. Numerical Experiments
[10] To facilitate the comparison between convection in
our cloud resolving model and parameterized convection in
the single column models in SB09, we closely follow their
strategy to design the numerical experiments.
[11] We first use the RCE solution, computed over an SST
of 28 °C, to derive the target temperature profile for the
WTG integrations. The WTG integrations are then carried
out over an SST of 30 °C, 2 °C higher than that over which
the RCE was obtained. Without any imposed drying, the
WTG equilibrium is quite rainy because the relatively high
SST leads to high local instability. The solution in this case
is identical to the three-dimensional WTG experiment with
SST = 30 °C in the work of Wang and Sobel [2011]. The
rain rate in this case is 22 mm/d, much higher than the
RCE rain rate at SST = 28 °C (4.5 mm/d). This case is
chosen as the control to allow us to explore a large range in
the strength of the imposed drying, since the imposed drying
tends to reduce precipitation. The WTG vertical velocity in
this control case is top-heavy, with a maximum value of 
11 cm/s in the upper troposphere. Wang and Sobel [2011]
showed that this top-heavy profile is remarkably self-similar as SST varies above the RCE value (28 °C), retaining an
almost identical shape and varying only in amplitude. Both
the top-heavy WTG vertical velocity and cloud mass flux
indicate the dominance of deep convection at SST = 30 °C.
Here, with SST held constant at 30 °C, we carry out a set of
integrations in which we impose drying with varying
strength to isolate the impact of drying on the equilibrated
solution.
[12] Drying is imposed as a relaxation of the domain
averaged water vapor mixing ratio to zero in the tendency
equation of moisture:
∂Qv
½Qv 
for h1 < h < h2 ;
þ⋯¼
tq
∂t

ð1Þ

where Qv is the mixing ratio of water vapor, t q is the time
scale for the imposed drying, [ ] denotes the domain average,
and h is the dry mass above the given level divided by total
dry mass and varies between 0 and 1. The relaxation is
applied only where the dry mass h (the WRF vertical coordinate) falls between h1 and h2. As in SB09, we impose
drying in three different vertical layers in three sets of
simulations. We refer to these as the lower, middle, and

upper troposphere, corresponding to three ranges in h: (0.6,
0.825), (0.375, 0.6) and (0.150, 0.375), respectively. These
three layers are nearly identical to the three pressure ranges:
600–825 hPa, 375–600 hPa, 150–375 hPa in SB09.
[13] The drying time scale, t q, is the control parameter that
is varied in each of the three sets of experiments, as shown in
Table 1. It is useful to express the results not only in terms of
t q, but also in terms of the vertically integrated energy
removal due to the drying, Fq:
Fq ¼

1
tq

Z

h2
h1

LQv

mdh
;
g

ð2Þ

where g (9.81 m/2) is gravity, m is the dry mass in the
column, and L (2.5  106 J kg1) is the latent heat of
vaporization.
[14] The drying time scale cannot approach zero for
numerical reasons, as discussed in SB09. In this model,
further drying (smaller t q) than the minimum values for t q
shown here would produce negative moisture. As large
amplitude forcing (e.g., comparable to or greater than the
sum of surface fluxes and radiative cooling) is used in many
of the integrations, we are not necessarily in the regime of
small amplitude perturbations as in the work of Tulich and
Mapes [2010] and Kuang [2010]. As will be shown below,
however, linearity can hold remarkably well even for large
drying.
[15] All the numerical experiments are integrated for
25 days. The last 15 days are averaged to obtain the statistically steady state, unless otherwise mentioned.

3. Results
3.1. Precipitation as a Function of Imposed Drying
[16] Figure 1 shows daily mean precipitation (P in mm/d)
versus drying time scale t q (Figure 1a) and energy export Fq
(Figure 1b). P decreases with respect to either increased
energy export or decreased drying time scale. For lower
layer drying, P is reduced from 22 mm/d with zero drying
to 4 mm/d with t q = 70 h (lowest value of t q). With a
modest time scale (t q > 10 days) P remains high for the
middle layer drying case. With a further decrease in t q to
30 h or an increase in Fq to 110 W/m2, drying in the middle
layer is able to reduce rainfall to 15 mm/d. On the other
hand, drying in the upper layer has little impact on precipitation. P remains above 20 mm/d in this case even when
energy export exceeds 50 W/m2; for the same amount of
energy export, precipitation is substantially reduced in the
other cases. This suggests that moisture at upper levels is
mainly a result of convection rather than having a strong
causal influence on convection, as suggested by observational studies [Sherwood, 1999; Sherwood and Wahrlich,
1999; Straub and Kiladis 2002, 2003; Sobel et al., 2004].
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Figure 1. (a) Precipitation versus drying time scale t q.
(b) Various budget terms as a function of energy removal
Fq: precipitation, surface fluxes E + H, and sum of surface
fluxes and column-integrated radiation cooling E + H + 〈QR〉.
The gray dashed line shows the quantity: P0  Fq/MN0. See
discussion in section 3.5.
However, an interesting aspect is that precipitation is slightly
increased by 1 mm/d in the upper layer drying experiments
with t q less than 1 day (Fq > 20 W/ m2). Limited examination by subsampling the latter time period of the integrations
(when the rain rate is quasi-steady) suggest that this is not a
result of sampling error, although longer integrations would
be needed to be certain of this. It has been proposed, for
example, that drying can promote convection, because
overlaying of dry layers upon moist layers creates potential
instability [Allen et al., 2009]; more analysis would be
needed to determine if our results support this idea.
[17] The P versus Fq relationship is remarkably linear. Let
P = P0  a Fq, where a is an empirical linear slope and P0 is
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the value of P in the control case Fq = 0. If P and Fq are both
expressed in energy units (W/m2), so that the slope a is
nondimensional, the value of a is 3.1, 1.9, and 0.4 for
lower, middle and upper layer drying, respectively. The
value of a = 3.1 for lower layer drying is nearly equal to the
inverse of the normalized gross moist stability in those
simulations, as discussed in section 3.5.
[18] At a given drying time scale or energy export, lower
layer drying most efficiently suppresses convection compared with middle or upper layer drying. This result is consistent with other modeling studies [Tulich and Mapes,
2010; Kuang, 2010]. Presumably because moisture at
upper levels responds more or less passively to convection
and large-scale ascent, drying at upper levels has little
impact.
[19] Figure 1b also shows surface fluxes (the sum of latent
heat E and sensible flux H), versus Fq for all experiments. In
contrast to precipitation, surface fluxes vary little with Fq.
For example, P decreases to the RCE value (4.8 mm/d) for
large values of lower layer drying, but surface fluxes only
decrease by less than 2 mm/d over this range, and remain
much greater than the RCE value. It should be kept in mind
that these simulations do not include either ocean coupling
or cloud-radiative feedback. These effects could qualitatively change the relationship of the total turbulent surface
flux E + H to precipitation, though without necessarily
changing the sum of that and vertically integrated radiative
cooling, which is the total forcing of the moist static energy
budget by diabatic processes.
[20] In addition, Figure 1b shows the sum of surface
fluxes and vertically integrated radiative cooling (E + H +
〈QR〉, where 〈QR〉 denotes vertical integrated radiative
cooling QR); this is the total diabatic forcing of vertically
integrated moist static energy, excluding the imposed drying
Fq. This quantity becomes equal to and then slightly less
than Fq only at the very largest values of the latter imposed
in the lower layer. Thus the total diabatic forcing of vertically integrated moist static energy (including Fq) is positive
for all but those experiments with the strongest drying.
[21] It is of interest to compare our Figure 1 to Figure 3 in
SB09, to note similarities and differences between the
response to drying in our CRM and that in the SCMs used by
those authors. First, the P  Fq relationship was found by
SB09 to be more or less linear in the GEOS SCM as Fq was
varied from 0 to 80 W/m2. In the MIT SCM, the effect of
drying was significant for Fq less than 20 W/m2, and leveled
off at large drying in several cases. In our model, the
reduction of precipitation occurs for Fq from 0 to greater
150 W/ m2 and shows a remarkably linear relationship with
Fq for lower and middle layer drying. Second, in both the
SCMs in SB09, injection of dry air in the middle troposphere
was more effective at suppressing precipitation, opposite to
the present study. Finally, injection of dry air in the upper
troposphere has different impacts in the two SCMs in SB09:
the GEOS SCM shows little sensitivity, while in the MIT
SCM drying in the upper troposphere was most effective at
suppressing precipitation. Thus our model is more in line
with the GEOS model than with the MIT model in this
respect as well as the linearity of the P  Fq relationship, but
is inconsistent with both on the relative importance of lower
versus middle tropospheric drying.
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basis functions, projection of WTG vertical motion Wm for
the mth mode is computed as
Z
Wm ¼
0

Figure 2. Export of moist static energy Fq versus drying
time scale t q on a log-log scale.

[22] Figure 2 shows energy removal due to imposed drying, Fq, versus drying time scale t q. Consistent with SB09,
the two quantities are compactly related, with a nearly constant slope in the log-log plot for all the three cases.
3.2. Large-Scale Vertical Velocity
[23] Figure 3 shows the large-scale WTG vertical motion
versus energy export Fq. For small Fq, Wwtg is top-heavy in
all experiments, peaking near 250 hPa. As Fq increases, the
peak value decreases and the profile appears to become less
top-heavy. When Fq reaches approximately 150 W/m2 for
lower layer drying, Wwtg rapidly becomes bottom-heavy
with a peak at 875 hPa and weak or even descending
vertical motion in most of the free troposphere. This bottomheaviness does not occur even at the maximum values of
upper or middle tropospheric drying (though those are not as
large as the maximum lower tropospheric drying), but the
reduction of Wwtg is still clearly seen in the upper troposphere. Convective mass fluxes (not shown) vary consistently with the variation in Wwtg, being reduced in the upper
troposphere as Wwtg becomes less top-heavy.
[24] Figure 4 illustrates the time evolution of Wwtg versus
height in lower layer drying for two different drying time
scales, t q = 3 and 10 days, associated with energy export
Fq = 153 and 52 W/m2. These two cases represent two distinct regimes: 1) at t q = 3 d, intermittent ascent and descent
are both seen at upper levels, while steady ascent is seen at
lower levels. The time-averaged Wwtg is bottom heavy. 2) At
t q = 10 d, there is only steady ascent; there is no peak
detectable at lower levels, indicating that the low level peak
emerges because of imposed drying.
[25] Variations of the WTG vertical motion may be further
quantified by examining its projection onto discrete vertical
basis functions [Fulton and Schubert, 1985]. Here we
simply chose the basis functions as sin (mpHz0), where H0 =
14 km, and m is 1 or 2. This choice is different from that of
Tulich et al. [2007], who performed vertical mode analysis
on resolved cloud-scale vertical motions. With our chosen

H0



z
dz=H0 :
Wwtg sin mp
H0

ð3Þ

[26] In our implementation of WTG, temperature perturbations are related to WTG vertical motions by relaxing
temperature perturbations to zero. The coupling between
temperature anomalies and WTG vertical motion occurs on
the WTG time scale, which is the same for all modes. Under
the implementation of WTG used by Kuang [2008, 2011]
and Blossey et al. [2009], the coupling varies with the
wave speed of each mode. We may expect some difference
in these two different approaches.
[27] The imposed drying reduces the amplitude of both the
first and second modes. This is illustrated in Figure 5a,
which shows W1 and W2 versus Fq. With Fq less than
50 W/m2, drying causes more reduction in W1 for lower
layer drying than for upper layer drying, while middle layer
drying appears to fall in between, much like variations of
precipitation in Figure 1. Drying also causes reduction of
W2 in all cases, but unlike for W1, lower layer drying does
not cause more reduction than middle and upper layer
drying. For lower layer drying, both W1 and W2 become
close to zero or even negative for Fq  150 W/m2.
[28] The degree of top-heaviness may be further quantified by the ratio W2/ W1, similar to Kuang [2011]. Without
drying, the ratio is 0.9. Figure 5b shows that the ratio
remains nearly constant with Fq less than 100 W/m2 for
lower layer drying, but decreases to 0.7 with Fq 
50 W/m2 for upper layer drying. Thus drying in the upper
layer leads to the most reduction in top-heaviness for the
same net energy removal, although it has the least impact on
rainfall. This is explained in terms of the moist static energy
budget below, in section 3.5. For lower layer drying, the
ratio W2/ W1 eventually shows a sharp decrease to values
close to zero, indicating bottom-heavy WTG vertical
motions. Note that the numerical estimate of the ratio
becomes problematic when W1 approaches zero, as happens
for the largest values of Fq applied in the lower layer.
3.3. Vertical Profiles of Thermodynamic Variables
[29] Figure 6 illustrates vertical profiles of anomalous
temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, and moist static
energy, as compared to the reference experiment without
drying, for the three sets of experiments. (For easy comparison, the dark curves in Figure 6 indicate convective
responses with similar Fq  45 W/m2). In all three variables,
as the drying strength increases, convective responses
increase as well. Convective responses are not limited to the
vertical layer in which forcing is imposed. Negative temperature anomalies are found within a deep layer above the
imposed forcing, while positive temperature anomalies are
found below the forcing layer (Figures 6a, 6d, and 6g). The
node of this dipole structure in the temperature anomalies is
located at 1 km for lower layer drying, 3 km for middle
layer drying, and 6 km for upper layer drying. Moisture
shows the largest reduction in the layer of imposed drying,
but there is also significant drying aloft in the lower layer
drying case (Figure 6b) and below in the upper layer drying
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Figure 3. WTG vertical velocity (cm/s) for (a) lower layer drying, (b) middle layer drying, and (c) upper
layer drying.
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Figure 4. Time series of WTG vertical velocity for (a) t q = 3 days and (b) 10 days for drying at lower
troposphere. Fq in these two experiments is 153 W/m2 and 52 W/m2. (c and d) Time-averaged values of
WTG vertical velocity for the two cases.
case (Figure 6h), and general moistening within the boundary layer. Variations of MSE result from combinations of
temperature and moisture variations. MSE decreases in the
free troposphere and increases within the boundary layer
with strengthened drying. Reduction in MSE in the free
troposphere is mostly due to moisture reduction; consistent
with this, the peak moisture reduction corresponds in the
vertical to the peak of variations of MSE in all cases.
[30] The nonlocal impact of the imposed drying on temperature and moisture is in line with other CRM studies.
Tulich and Mapes [2010] and Kuang [2010] showed that
positive humidity perturbations in the free troposphere cause
warming at and above the layer in question, and that convection tends to counteract the humidity anomalies by cooling and drying that layer and the subcloud layer. These two
studies also showed stronger sensitivities of deep convection
to lower free-tropospheric perturbations than to upper tropospheric ones. Tulich and Mapes [2010] suggested that the

strong sensitivity to lower tropospheric anomalies was a
consequence of the marginal buoyancy maintained in the
deep lower tropospheric layer extending from surface to
4 km. Nevertheless, comparison between our results and
those of Tulich and Mapes [2010] and Kuang [2010] is not
entirely straightforward, because those two studies focused
on the responses to temperature and moisture anomalies
imposed at a specific time with no forcing thereafter, while
we are interested in the statistically steady response to sustained forcing.
[31] The positive anomalies of MSE and temperature
within the boundary layer may indicate weakened downdrafts. Supporting evidence comes from the consideration of
the energy budget of the boundary layer. The primary terms
in the budget are surface fluxes and the energy fluxes associated with updrafts and downdrafts at the top of the
boundary layer. Because surface fluxes decrease with drying, the increase of MSE within boundary layer can only be
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high-SST forcings. We sample the first 10 days of all
experiments after the higher SST, WTG, and drying are all
switched on, corresponding to a transition period from RCE
to the new equilibrium achieved under both higher SST and
drying.
[33] Figure 7 illustrates daily precipitation versus CRH for
the three sets of experiments. In all experiments, CRH
remains greater than 0.6 and below 0.8. Over this narrow
range, neither quantity varies much for upper layer drying.
For lower layer drying, P varies over a large range from 5 to
20 mm/d (Figure 1) while CRH varies from 0.6 to 0.8. For
middle layer drying, the same P is associated with lower
CRH and the apparent slope of the P-CRH relationship is
also less, compared to lower layer drying. There is little
overlap between the two sets of points. Apparently the
P-CRH relationship is not universal even within this single
model, but depends to some extent on the particular largescale forcings with which convection is interacting.
[34] The GEOS SCM in SB09 (their Figure 8) seems to
have a similar P-CRH relationship to that in our study. In
particular, the ranges of CRH (0.6–0.8) and P (5–25 mm/d)
in this model are both very close to our results. However,
these two variables in the MIT SCM in SB09 vary over
different ranges, with CRH in particular varying between
0.4 and 0.6. In this respect as well, the GEOS SCM behaves
more similarly to our CRM results than does the MIT SCM.
3.5. Moist Static Energy Budget
[35] The gross moist stability is a critical parameter in
thermodynamic theories relating precipitation to tropical
large-scale circulations, but remains under constrained by
either observations or numerical modeling. It has often been
assumed to be a small positive constant [e.g., Neelin and
Held, 1987]. Recent observational studies [López Carrillo
and Raymond, 2005, Figure 4; Back and Bretherton, 2006]
and numerical simulations [e.g., Bretherton et al. 2005;
Raymond and Fuchs, 2009; Raymond et al., 2009], on the
other hand, have found that it can assume negative values.
[36] The budgets of vertically integrated moist static
energy (h) and dry static energy (s) in the statically steady
state can be written as
Figure 5. (a) Projection of Wwtg to the first mode, W1
(thick symbols) and the second mode, W2 (W2, thin
symbols). (b) The ratio W2/W1, indicating top-heaviness.
attributed to less energy loss at the top of the boundary layer,
which is likely due to weaker downdrafts.
3.4. Precipitation–Relative Humidity Relation
[32] Observational studies [e.g., Bretherton et al., 2004;
Peters and Neelin, 2006; Neelin et al., 2008; Holloway and
Neelin, 2009] have examined the statistical relationship
between precipitation and column-integrated relative humidity
(CRH, the column-integrated water vapor divided by its
saturation value) at daily and monthly time scales. Implications of these relationships have been examined in theoretical and modeling studies [e.g., Raymond, 2000;
Raymond and Zeng, 2005; Sobel and Bellon, 2009; Muller
et al., 2009]. Here we examine this relationship in our
experiments during the transition period from RCE to the
new WTG equilibrium under both imposed drying and


Wwtg




∂s
∂h
¼ H þ P þ hQR i and Wwtg
¼ E þ H þ hQR i  F q ;
∂z
∂z

ð4Þ

where P, H, E, and QR denote precipitation, surface sensible
R
flux, latent flux and radiative heating, respectively. 〈 〉 = pT
p0
rdz denotes the mass-weighted vertical integral from the
bottom to the top of the computational domain, where r is
density. Substituting and rearranging terms yields the following diagnostic relation [Sobel, 2007],
P¼


1 
E þ H þ hQR i  Fq  hQR i  H;
MN

ð5Þ

where we have defined MN, the normalized gross moist
stability:
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MN ¼

Wwtg

 

∂h
∂s
= Wwtg
:
∂z
∂z

ð6Þ
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Figure 6. (a, d, g) Drying induced anomalous temperature T (K), (b, e, h) water vapor mixing ratio
Q (g/kg), and (c, f, i) MSE (J/kg) for lower (Figures 6a–6c), middle (Figures 6d–6f), and upper
(Figures 6g–6i) drying. The legend of the colorbar denotes the corresponding energy export Fq. The dark
curves in each panel indicate the response for Fq  45 W/m2. The gray dots in Figures 6b, 6e, and 6h
indicate the vertical levels of the imposed drying.
[37] This is essentially identical to the “gross moist
stability ratio” used in the work of Sobel and Bellon [2009],
with the only difference that the latter was computed in pressure coordinates. We denote the nominator and denominator
as Ah and As, which represent the vertically integrated vertical
advection of moist and dry static energy, respectively, by the
WTG vertical velocity. A relation similar to but slightly

different from (6) is obtained if moisture convergence is
used instead of vertical advection of dry static energy as the
normalization factor in the definition of MN [e.g., Raymond
et al., 2009]. To estimate MN, we sample the model data
every 12 h, then compute the time and domain averages of
Ah and As, separately, and finally divide them. Our simple
radiative scheme produces nearly constant vertically
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Figure 7. Precipitation (mm/d) versus column relative humidity (CRH) for the lower, middle and upper
layer drying.
integrated radiative cooling of 145 W/m2 (it can vary by
1 W/m2). The surface fluxes increase slowly and roughly
linearly with drying Fq, as shown in Figure 1b.
[38] Figure 8a shows MN versus the energy export Fq in all
the cases. MN remains positive for most experiments, except
for a few with large drying imposed in the lower layer. The
slope of the relationship between MN and Fq is different in
the three cases. For upper layer drying, MN decreases over
the small range (0.3–0.15) when Fq is less than 50 W/m2.
For middle layer drying, MN remains constant for Fq <
50 W/ m2, then gradually decreases for Fq > 80 W/ m2, but
remains positive (0.15). For lower layer drying, MN is
nearly invariant when Fq < 100 W/ m2, and then turns negative sharply at the largest values of Fq where the total moist
static energy forcing (including Fq) becomes negative (see
Figure 1b and accompanying discussion in section 3.1).
[39] The normalized gross moist stability MN can vary due
to either vertical advection of moist static energy, Ah, or
vertical advection of dry static energy, As. We first consider
Ah. Equation (4) indicates that vertical advection of moist
static energy need not be simply related to precipitation.
However, equation (4) and Figure 1b together show that the
energy removal due to drying, Fq, is mostly balanced by
vertical advection, because variations in surface fluxes
(Figure 1b) and radiation are both very small compared to
those in Fq. Hence, Ah varies similarly with respect to Fq for
all three cases, as illustrated in Figure 8b. However, As must
co-vary with precipitation, as can be deduced from the dry
static energy equation (4). Figure 8b also shows that As has
slopes very similar to those in the P  Fq relation in
Figure 1b. Therefore, variations in MN are mainly related
to As, but not to Ah, which varies similarly for drying in
different layers.

[40] Variations of Ah and As can also be illustrated in the
phase space in Figure 8c. MN corresponds to the ratio Ah/As.
The ratio is relatively constant for large Ah or As. In the
lower layer drying experiments, when Fq falls between 140
and 160 W/m2, As is reduced to values close to zero and
variations in MN become large, while the total MSE forcing
E + H + 〈QR〉  Fq becomes small and then changes sign.
[41] Figure 8 can be compared to Figure 10 of SB09. MN
estimated in SB09 varies over large ranges in the two SCMs.
The overall reduction of MN in our model is broadly consistent with that in the GEOS model. That model also shows
negative MN in response to sufficiently strong drying in the
lower layer; the negative values occurred for Fq greater than
about 70 W/m2, about half that required to cause negative
MN in our results. On the other hand, MN in the MIT SCM
increases with respect to drying.
[42] The accuracy of the computation of MN can be
quantified by comparing the estimated P using equation (5)
against the directly simulated P. Figure 9 shows that the
budget-derived estimates of P (thick symbols) compare well
with directly simulated values. The steadiness assumed by
equation (5) is not strictly satisfied, but the small deviations
of estimated P from the directly simulated values suggest
that transients have only a minor effect in these integrations.
[43] The constancy of MN for integrations with lower tropospheric drying over most of the range of Fq suggests a
particularly simple interpretation of that case. The dashed
gray line in Figure 1b shows the quantity P0  Fq/MN0
where P0 and MN0 are the values of P and MN when Fq = 0.
From equation (5), this is the precipitation which would
occur if neither surface fluxes nor the normalized gross
moist stability MN varied from their values in the absence of
imposed drying (recall that radiative cooling is constrained
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Figure 8. (a) Normalized gross moist stability for the lower, middle and upper layer drying. Several large
values at Fq greater than 130 W/m2 are shown in a separate scale. (b) Ah and As versus drying time scale tq.
(c) Ah versus As.
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could have anticipated this varied behavior before
performing and analyzing the model integrations.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Figure 9. Precipitation derived from the MSE budget
equation (5) (thick symbols), and directly simulated precipitation (thin symbols).
to be nearly constant). The precipitation variations would
then simply be equal to the imposed drying magnified by the
inverse of the constant normalized gross moist stability.
Since the latter and the unperturbed surface fluxes are
known from the solution with no drying, this could be
viewed as a predictive perturbation theory for the response
of precipitation to drying, given the unperturbed solution.
The figure shows that the resulting estimate is remarkably
accurate. (In fact it is fairly accurate even for large Fq, where
MN is not at all constant; the agreement there is apparently
accidental.) For drying in the middle troposphere, MN
decreases with Fq while the quantity in parentheses in (5)—
the primary variable part of the forcing—remains positive;
decrease in that quantity due to increasing Fq is partially
compensated by decreasing MN, leading to a muted response
in precipitation compared to the lower tropospheric drying
case. For upper tropospheric drying, the compensation is
almost perfect so that P remains nearly constant.
[44] These results illustrate some of the subtleties inherent
in constructing theories based on the vertically integrated
moist static energy budget. For our integrations with lower
tropospheric drying, that budget appears to offer a useful
interpretation. Because the normalized gross moist stability
stays nearly constant, a simple perturbation theory can
explain the response to imposed drying given only the
forcing Fq and information about the unperturbed case. For
upper tropospheric drying, the opposite is true. The result
(constant precipitation) can be stated very simply. Yet its
explanation in terms of the moist static energy budget is
more complex, involving cancellation of the imposed drying
by changes in the normalized gross moist stability, which in
turn result from changes in vertical structure as shown in
Figure 5. The case of middle tropospheric drying lies
between these two extremes. It is not clear to us that one

[45] We have explored the response of convection to
imposed drying using a cloud-resolving model under the
weak temperature gradient approximation. The drying is
imposed in three layers—in the lower, middle and upper free
troposphere—in three sets of model integrations, to mimic
advection of dry air into rainy regions in these distinct layers.
Design of our numerical experiments closely follows Sobel
and Bellon [2009]. The main findings can be summarized
below.
[46] Daily rain rates decrease with drying when the drying
is imposed in the lower or middle free troposphere. The
decrease in precipitation is quite linear with respect to drying,
even when the energy export by drying reaches 150 W/m2.
Drying in the lower free troposphere is most effective in
suppressing convection and reducing rainfall, while drying in
the upper troposphere has little impact, and drying at middle
layers falls in between. The linear slope of precipitation
versus energy export associated with drying is 3.1, 1.9, and
0.4 for lower, middle and upper tropospheric drying,
respectively. For lower tropospheric drying, this slope is very
close to the inverse of the normalized gross moist stability,
which remains approximately constant over much of the
range in drying strength and thus can be computed from the
unperturbed case with no drying.
[47] The parameterized large-scale vertical motion is topheavy over a large range of drying, but its vertical structure
responds differently to drying at different levels. While the
amplitude of large-scale vertical motion, like precipitation,
responds most strongly to lower tropospheric drying and
least to upper tropospheric drying, the opposite is true of the
shape of the large-scale vertical motion profile and normalized gross moist stability. The vertical motion profile
becomes less top-heavy as upper tropospheric drying
increases; this decreases the normalized gross moist stability, allowing precipitation to stay nearly constant despite the
imposed drying. For lower-tropospheric drying, the shape of
the vertical motion profile and value of the normalized gross
moist stability remain roughly constant as drying increases
over most of its range, allowing a strong decrease in precipitation. For the largest values of lower tropospheric drying, however, the vertical motion profile becomes bottomheavy and the normalized gross moist stability becomes
negative. A parsimonious explanation of all these results
would appear to be a challenging target for simple theories
based on the vertically integrated moist static energy budget.
[48] Acknowledgments. This work was supported by NSF grant
AGS-1008847. We thank NCAR’s computational and Information Systems
Laboratory, where initial tests of our model were performed. Comments
from Stefan Tulich and two anomalous reviewers are greatly appreciated.
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